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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which statement correctly describes the Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP)?
A. A routing protocol used between autonomous systems.
B. A redundancy protocol that assists with interface failover
on the LAN side of a device at the network edge.
C. A security protocol that monitors traffic on a gateway
device and shuts down a port based on configured thresholds.
D. A switching protocol used between switches on a branch
office LAN.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference: JNCIS-ENT Routing Study Guide, Border Gateway
Protocol
Chapter 4-1

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option C
B. Option B
C. Option A
D. Option D
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj676618.aspx

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your customer wants to use specific combinations of average
objective and competency rating as the
overall performance rating. How do you set this up?
There are 3 correct answers to this question.
A. Turn on the Friendly's method of rating in provisioning.
B. Remove the summary section from the Performance Form
template XML.
C. Insert the specific mapping scale in the Meta section of
Performance Form template XML.
D. Insert the specific mapping scale in the Objective
/competency section.
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which two are true about the use of RMAN recovery catalogs when
offloading backups to a physical standby database? (Choose
two.)
A. The primary and physical standby databases must be
registered separately in the recovery catalog, if a far sync
instance is used to route redo to the physical standby
database.
B. It is not necessary to use a recovery catalog unless a far
sync instance is used to route redo to the physical standby
database.
C. Primary and physical standby database may use different
virtual recovery catalogs in the same physical recovery
catalog.
D. It backups that are offloaded to a physical standby database
are taken when not connected to a recovery catalog, then they
may still be used for restoration on the primary database.
E. The physical standby database may be used to register the
database in the recovery catalog, if the primary is not
registered.
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

E: The RMAN recovery catalog is subdivided into multiple
virtual recovery catalogs.
D: The following RMAN configurations are recommended at a
standby database where backups are not done:
1. Connect RMAN to the standby database as target, and to the
recovery catalog.
2. Enable automatic deletion of archived logs once they are
applied at the standby database (this is also applicable to all
terminal databases when the cascading or far sync instance
features are in use) Incorrect Answers:
A: When using RMAN in an Oracle Data Guard environment, you
should always connect it to a recovery catalog.
B: You should not explicitly register the standby database in
the recovery catalog.
References:
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E55822_01/AMAGD/amagd_concepts.htm#A
MAGD562
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